Update on 9/11 – 2006-2011
After further 4 years, the false-flag action of 9/11 remains officially unresolved – no, not
quite unresolved, whoever has eyes and a minimum of brain knows, that the official story
is a fairy tale. The real culprits and their fellow have, however managed the thing, which
should really be impossible: to defend their position towards all the Mainstream Media in
nearly all nations, while an increasingly large and increasingly frustrated audience cry
foul and puzzled editors wonder why their subscribers turn their back to them.
Having written some essays on 9/11 [1,2,3,4,5], I have felt that the time has come to
make a new update, based on the my daily entrances in “Alternative View” from
September 2006 to August 2010 [6]. I found 312 entrances in Chap. 2 (9/11) in these 48
months, which were evaluated for new (to me, at least) and essential information.

The Israeli Influence, Older Indication
9/11 was – certainly successfully – carried out in order to stimulate Islamophobia, among
a few other targets (warfare-arguments, concealing a stolen presidential election,
disruption of civil rights, richness through speculation through foreknowledge, insurance
through betrayal, cheap demolition of asbestos-infested skyscraper). The additional
mental paralysis of the press worldwide was a mean for carrying the crimes out and
therefore ascertained beforehand; it was a precondition, probably not a target. Whatever
the order of reasoning, Islamophobia is now so complete, that touching the issue of who
were in majority (although not alone) responsible for 9/11 is bound to lead to accusation
of anti-Semitism, because Israeli nationals (including double American-Israeli citizens)
dominate this field. This is not the reason for mentioning this fact, but it does not serve
finding the truth that the issue is given immunity.
The Jewish domination was largely known before: 1. The leasing process of WTC-1
and -2 was a purely Jewish affair; 2. The demolition of the three towers (including WTC7) resulted in an unusual „damage-claim‟ (insurance-fraud) in favour of Larry Silverstein;
3. Details of the demolition process are largely concealed, but one of the cars, which had
transported explosives, was a white van from Urban Moving Service, owned by a fugitive
Jew, Dominique Suter, in the meantime back in the United States [ 7,8], enjoying
extensive federal funding; 4. This van was driven by „the five dancing Israelis,‟
temporarily arrested while celebrating and filming the collapsing WTC in a disturbing
way, one of them dressed as an Arab – an exaggerated way to stimulate Islamophobia,
had they gone away with it; 5. These five were flown-out to Israel after 71 days while
approx. 200 Israelis, mainly „art-students,‟ who were arrested and expatriated in the
days immediately after 9/11; 6. All the aircrafts allegedly hijacked started from airports
where security issues should be controlled by a Dutch-Israeli company, ICTS, dominated
by previous Israeli Shin-Bet agents, or a subsidy; 7. Two workers from the Israeli-owned
firm Odigo received a warning by e-mail from Israel, two hours before the first plane hit
the WTC; 8. Among the victims in the WTC, there were ~14% Jews. There are ~25%
Jews in New York City, and knowing the Jews‟ affinity for trade and banking (just the
author‟s bias?), there were probably more than 25% Jews working in WTC, indicating a
disproportionate warning of Jews before the assault; 9. The attack mainly benefitted
Israel, and within minutes former Israeli PM Ehud Barak, in a comment from London,
declared Osama bin Laden the principal suspect [9], two hours before Bush 2nd marketed
this detail of the official fairy-tale; 10. On the very day, an Israeli TV-team recorded
jubilant Palestinians on the background of 9/11. Later, a Finnish journalist recognized a
woman with particularly thick glasses, who had participated. She told a different story: at
the day nobody had heard of any WTC-attack. An Israeli TV-team arrived and wanted to
make a short scene of jubilant Palestinians. The desired mood was created by sweeties
for the children and money for the adults – so much for this spontaneous TV-clip.
There more indices, linking 9/11 to Israel; however, without cooperation from
American authorities (whatever their incitements), 9/11 had not been possible.

Additional Signs Implicating Israelis
Between Aug. 26 and Sept. 11, 2001, a group of speculators, identified by the
American Securities and Exchange Commission as Israeli citizens, sold "short" a list of 38
stocks that could reasonably be expected to fall in value as a result of the pending
attacks [10].Mossad warned CIA of attacks - They offered no specific information about
targets, but they did link the plot to Afghanistan-based terrorist Osama bin Laden, and
they told the Americans there were "strong grounds" for suspecting Iraqi involvement
[11]. On 9/11 at 4:11 pm, hours after the FAA grounded all civilian domestic and int.
incoming and outgoing flights to and from the United States, a full El Al Boeing 747 took
off from JFK bound for Tel Aviv, authorized by the direct intervention of the U.S.
Department of Defence [12].
How were the buildings prepared for the controlled demolition? Under normal
conditions, this would demand for a week-long work. We can only ass up in the
fragments as they come to the surface. Even if that cannot be all, it is therefore valuable
to see the report that 14 Art Students were in the World Trade Center Towers with
Construction Passes [13]. Rivero reports that there were "art students" inside the twin
towers months before 9/11 [14].
When Sharon assumed power in March 2001, Barak came to America.
He
supposedly came to the United States to work as a special advisor for Electronic Data
Systems and as a partner with SCP Partners, a private equity company focused on
"security-related" work – but perhaps this was only his cover. Some guess that his real
assignment was to oversee the terror attacks of 9-11 [15].

Poisonous smoke
With the collapse of the skyscrapers, a poisonous dust was dispersed over Manhattan. It
contained not only the pulverized concrete from the buildings but also asbestos from
WTC-1. It seems, however, that it also contained more aggressive toxins, that will
eventually claim many more victims than 9/11 itself on the day. According to Daily Mail
[16], there are “already recorded 817 deaths of WTC responders from illnesses generated
by working on the site … 410,000 people were heavily exposed to WTC toxins causing
restrictive respiratory illnesses and cancers.” The paper assumed that the death rate
from the fume would eventually be five times as high as that of 9/11, to which must be
added a much higher incidence of crippling airway diseases. The Environment Protection
Agency (EPA) had immediately after the attack declared it safe to work at Ground Zero
without airway protection device. In addition to airway cancers, asthma, pneumoconiosis
and sarcoidosis have reached epidemic levels.
To add insult to injury, the brave first-responders are left as ungratefully cared for
as the wounded soldiers from „Cheney‟s Legion‟ in Iraq, thrown away as a human
disposable force, now simply disturbing. There were initially 1 billion dollars reserved for
injured first responders, but this sum is rapidly eaten up by lawyers and has hardly been
assigned to sufferers of sequential diseases [ 17]. In 2007, the New York Post reported
that “WTC-Lawyer the 'devil's advocate' - James Tyrrell, 'master of disaster' ... have
sucked $47 mill. Out of the $1 bill. WTC insurrence fond ... money that should go to
10,000 cops, firefighters and other workers with illnesses blamed on toxic exposure at
Ground Zero. It has paid just $45,000 to a carpenter who fell of a ladder.” In addition,
the poisonous dust also landed in many more lungs than those of fire workers and police
officers. According to New York City officials, some 400,000 people were exposed to
ground zero dust and 71,000 have enrolled in a long-term health monitoring program
[18]

Other discoveries from WTC
The Danish chemist Niels Harrit, along with eight international co-authors, described in
2008 the finding of unreacted thermite in the rubble of WTC [19,20]. There is no benign
explanation for the occurrence of thermite in the WTC dust. This finding supports the
other evidence of controlled demolitions as the cause of collapse of the WTC towers. The
evidence include video footage and hundreds of witnesses having heard explosions. Apart
from proving the demolition, the finding raises the question of who had access to the

explosive and from where the demolition expertise came from. After all, It was a pioneer
work; never before have so high buildings been extinguished into their footprints. Had
they been empty (and not releasing toxins), it would have been worth an applause.
In 2007 it was revealed, that reported WTC-7‟s demise 26 minutes before it actually
happened. On the video, the smoking building was still standing in the background.
Journalists should have a good intuition, but fortune-telling is the job of others. Uruknet
[21,22] wrote, “BBC has been forced to respond to footage showing their correspondent
reporting the collapse of WTC 7 before it fell on 9/11, claiming tapes from the day are
somehow missing, and refusing to identify the source for their bizarre act of
"clairvoyance" in accurately pre-empting the fall of WTC 7.”

Pentagon
Rumsfeld .. was so unconcerned, and unsurprised, after learning that two jet airliners
had crashed into [WTC] that he continued with regular CIA briefing [23]. No evacuation
was ordered inside the Pentagon, despite flight controllers calling in warnings of
approaching hijacked aircraft nearly 20 minutes before the building was struck [24].
None of the surveillance videos, confiscated by FBI just minutes after the attack,
have been given free, manipulated or not – also a confession.

Shankesville & Cleveland
A new video [25] make a convincing case that the supposed Flight 93 impact point is a
bomb crater sitting over a pre-existing strip-mining scar. The wingscar was present since
1994, new was a central bomb. Moreover, the luggage was distributed from, the only
part from UA93 ever to land by Shankesville. This place was therefore carefully selected
long before 9/11 to be part of the show.
Remember that Cleveland is also a scene of the day. It is made so by several
factors already known on the day, first of all the false bomb-alarm, with which wellprepared FBI blocked the tower while some jets were landing.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) transcripts reveal United 93 as being airborne after it's
alleged crash … Radar Coast Mode activates when a transponder is inoperative (or turned
off) and primary radar tracking is lost [26]. As previously known, a plane with identical
tail-marking as UA93 (registry number N591UA) is still flying.
A noteworthy hypothesis was raised [27]: The passengers from all 4 flights, AA11,
UA175, AA77 and UA93 all ended up at Cleveland Airport (or rather NASA Research
Center as an integral part of the airport), and not coincidently, in the same planes were
were told made emergency landings because of reports of a "bomb" aboard. A
precondition is, that WTC was it by remotely controlled plane, Pentagon by a missile or
smaller remotely controlled plane and Shankesville by a pre-placed bomb (there is good
reason to believe all that). However, when the detective suggests that all the passengers
were given “new lives and new identities,” I must leave this dream. The 9/11 hindmen
have proven, that they were capable mass-murderers. It then remains an open question
how, when and where these witnesses were taken care of. Maybe the Polar Sea or
Hudson Bay will give answer some day – or maybe it did already but TSSSH, it‟s secret.

Hijacker, al Qaida
Of the original, so-called hijackers, little has been written. Assuming (as I am sure) that
there were no hijackers on 9/11, the verdicts on Mounir El-Motassadeq (extended in Jan.
2007 [28]) and Zacarias Moussaoui (appeal refused Jan. 2010 [ 29]) were wrong. Khaled
Sheik Mohammed, Ramzi Binalshibh and many others max have admitted many
atrocities while they were tortured, but that is what comes out of it. Fortunately, German
interior Minister Wolfgang Schäuble had no occasion to let a civilian plane shoot down.
Anyhow, there is still a full house in Guantanamo, and NATO-soldiers are fighting in
Afghanistan because of 9/11, instead of in Israel. If Al Qaida (Al Queda) existed after
2001 is really a question, but it is good to have an arch-enemy – and a strange name for
him, that does not smell too much of its offices in Pentagon and Tel Aviv.

The Late Osama (Dead Nemesis)
Osama bin Laden died on Dec. 16, 2001, bei Tora Bora in Southern Afghanistan, and he
is still dead, but not if you ask those still looking for him. Fox reported his death 10 days
later and forgot to „orwellize‟ (delete) the page [ 30] – I saw it in 2007 and again today.
Even the Time expressed doubt about the ghost hunt after 2001 [ 31]. It (the ghost) is
currently used to justify the American‟s warfare in Afghanistan and Pakistan [32] and the
Israeli‟s desire for a war against Iran [33].

Responsible Americans
The United States demand death penalty of those responsible for 9/11 [34]. Although I
am opposing capital punishment, I could make an exception if this would logically call for
the execution of Cheney, Bush, Silverstein, Rumsfeld and some Israeli, when convicted
for mass-murder, conspiracy, attacking civilians and terrorism – but unfortunately, the
mentioned culprits accuse somebody else.

Whitewash, Media
The doubt about, who carried 9/11 out, is considerable in all countries, although not
reflected by the Mainstream Media. It deserves attention that the way questions are
posed influence the way they are answered. Among the official believers, particularly,
there are many forgetful. 30% of Americans Don't know when 9/11 attacks occurred Apparently it occurred in October, by Hindu's and millions died [35].
The demands for a new investigation have increased – but another Whitewash
Commission is not what we need. The time is simply not ripe for an independent inquiry.

Planes
On Sept 10th 2001, Flight 0078 (=N591UA) arrived in Newark from SFO (San Fransisco)
at 6:54 wheel on time. However, Flight 0507, with the same tail number, 591UA
departed Boston Logan for ORD (Chicago) at 7:39 wheel off time [36].
The aircraft [over Wash. on 9/11] was an E-4B, the US military's most advanced
electronics platform ... The Air Force has four E-4Bs, and they are normally as-signed to
Offutt AFB, near Omaha, Nebraska. Offutt is the home of STRATCOM, i.e., the Strategic
Command ... three of the E-4Bs were participating in a live command-level exercise
known as Global Guardian. The exercise is an annual event [oct-nov] ... The 2001
exercise started the week before 9/11 [37].
An earlier pilot of two of the planes confirmed an earlier-made evaluation: “I don't
believe it's possible for... a so-called terrorist to train on a 172 [Cessna], then jump in a
cockpit of a 757-767 class cockpit, and vertical navigate the aircraft, lateral navigate the
aircraft, and fly the airplane at speeds exceeding its design limit speed by well over 100
knots, make high-speed high-banked turns, pulling probably 5, 6, 7 G's... I couldn't do it
and I'm absolutely positive they couldn't do it” [38].

Warnings
From 2007 originates this message: A reporter for the daily Le Monde, [was arrested] on
accusations of publishing state secrets ... French intelligence services had warned their
U.S. counterparts of a possible terrorist plot that involved the hijacking of planes and
crashing them into buildings about 8 months before 9/11 [39].
The Danish PM [P. Nyrup Rasmussen] was told that WTC would collapse 5-10 min
before it happened [40]. Another warning not followed up.
In my homepage, 250 references to this article are listed, also incl. the Anthrax attack
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